
POWERPOINT PRESENTATION WRITING ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY

Argumentative essayBy Megan Allman. Argumentative essays give information and present an argument with the pros
and cons on the.

Present your claim Use unbiased evidence from the text 3 2. Right â€” People need to exercise. The writer
uses arguments to try to convince the reader to think something or to take a certain action. Right â€” Some
may think that eating well is enough, but exercise is also necessary. When you counter-argue, you consider a
possible argument against your opinion or some aspect of your reasoning. After choosing a topic, complete the
prewriting exercise on the topic. Wrong â€” You might think that eating well is enough, but I think that you
have to exercise. Counter-arguments Elements of Argument 1. Emotion: The writer makes an emotional
appeal to the reader. Analogy: The writer compares the situation to another similar situation.
Counter-arguments 4 A claim is an opinion that can be supported by textual evidence. Reason: The writer uses
reasoning or logic to argue the point. Then the writer presents the argument and its support. Write a rough
draft of your essay. A claim is an opinion that can be supported by textual evidence. The other person should
know a lot about the topic or have some personal experience that is relevant. Examples: In the first place, as
well as, similar, additionally, although, however, at the same time, besides, unlike, in the hope that, in order to,
in general, for example, to emphasize, specifically, as a result, therefore, as shown above, as can be seen, in
conclusion, overall, after all, in fact, for the most part, eventually, meanwhile, to begin with, and finally. The
reader already knows that this is your writing. What is a claim? While a healthy diet is essential, increasing
physical activity will be more beneficial for overall health. Type a final draft of your essay. The writer has to
imagine how the reader will argue against his or her arguments and answer those objections. Choose a topic
for your essay. Write a brief story related to the topic Write a brief history of the topic Address the opposing
view of the topic Use facts, data, or statistics related to the topic Appeal to emotions. Examples: The writer
describes an instance of something to illustrate the point. Textual evidence 3. Write a thesis statement and an
outline for the body paragraphs using the given format. You will have one brief body paragraph that will state
your counter-argument. Often this information comes from other sources, such as books, newspapers, or Web
sites. Wrong â€” You need to exercise. Then identify the elements that make the other sentence an effective
thesis statement. Your evidence must come from the assigned articles. Facts and statistics: The writer uses true
statements or numbers to prove the idea. A claim 2.


